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The rise of 'woke coke': Dark web drug
dealers are targeting middle-aged,
middle-class users with 'ethically
sourced' and 'conflict free' cocaine
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Dealers are targeting middle-class cocaine users with 'woke coke' on dark web
They are trying to stand out and getting better Trip Advisor-style ratings online
NHS says cocaine poisoning in over 50s has risen tenfold over the past decade
By DANYAL HUSSAIN FOR MAILONLINE
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Drug dealers are targeting middle-class drug users with 'ethically sourced woke
coke' that they promise is 'conflict-free', according to an author.
Anthony Loewenstein claims that dealers are promoting their cocaine in a way that
appeals to the growing number of middle-aged, educated people that are using the
drug - though he adds that the claims are impossible to prove.
Cocaine has exploded in popularity in Britain, with London getting through 23kg a
day, a record in Europe, and Bristol having the highest rate of consumption per
person on the continent.
The dark web is a thriving marketplace for the drug and dealers are trying to stand
out by sharing their 'ethical' credentials in a bid to improve their Trip Advisor-style
ratings.
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Cocaine has exploded in popularity in Britain, with London getting through 23kg a day, a
record in Europe, and Bristol having the highest rate of consumption per person on the
continent (stock photo)

In 2018, the Global Drug Survey found that cocaine can be delivered more quickly in
England and Scotland than a takeaway pizza.
Now, Mr Loewenstein, whose new book Pills, Powder and Smoke details the
changing demographic of cocaine users, said: 'Dealers are promoting and selling
ethically sourced cocaine. It means everybody in the supply chain, from the farmers
in Colombia to drug mules in Europe, are treated fairly, given a decent wage and not
prosecuted for their activities.'
But he also added that, despite the adverts, it was 'impossible' to know if a drug had
been ethically sourced.
But this does not deter dealers from making the bold claims to attract middle-class
users.
The number of hospital admissions for
people aged over 50 needing treatment
for cocaine poisoning has risen tenfold
in a decade, astonishing new figures
have revealed.
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Statistics from NHS Digital show that
there were 268 admissions of over-50s
using the drug last year, compared with
just 27 cases in 2009-2010.
There were four times as many
admissions involving people aged over
40 for the drug last year as were ten
years ago. A decade ago there were 209
admissions for over-40s but that rose to
982 last year.
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to the growing number of middle-aged,
middle-class people

The figures also reveal there were 41
cases last year of cocaine-poisoning admissions of those aged over 60, including six
patients aged 90 or more.
In total, there were 4,341 admissions linked to the class-A drug last year, with more
than half of the cases involving patients above the age of 30.
Steve Rolles, senior policy analyst at Transform Drug Policy Foundation, a drug
policy reform charity, said: 'This worrying trend reflects the rising purity and
availability of cocaine we have seen in recent years. There has also been an increase
in cocaine-related deaths.
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Statistics from NHS Digital show that there were 268 admissions of over-50s using cocaine
(stock image) last year, compared with just 27 cases in 2009-2010

'These problems are closely linked to the fact that cocaine prices have plummeted
recently, while purity has increased by two or three times.
'Cocaine is now cheaper, stronger and easier to buy than ever for people of all ages.
Cocaine is also often taken with other drugs,' he added. 'In particular, it can also lead
to people drinking more and for longer, which significantly increases health risks.'
Laura Bunt, acting chief executive officer at drug, alcohol and mental health charity
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Addaction, said: 'Cocaine is cheaper, stronger and easier to buy than ever before.
'At the same time, more and more people are feeling uncertain of their place in the
world and unsure of what the future holds, with cocaine oﬀering a really powerful
short-term confidence boost.
'Increasing hospital admissions show we need much better education around the
potential harms of cocaine.'
Metropolitan Police Commissioner Cressida Dick previously said that middle-class
drug users who order cocaine for 'dinner parties' have 'blood on their hands'
because of the gang wars and murders triggered by the drug.
She also said that people who worry about global warming and the climate crisis
think that there is 'no harm' in using cocaine, when there is actually 'misery
throughout the supply chain'.
Share or comment on this article: The rise of 'woke coke': Drug dealers are
targeting middle-aged, middle-class users
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Danny Garcia BITTEN by Ivan Redkach as former
world champion cruises to unanimous decision
victory over Ukrainian in New York

Danny Garcia's impressive win over Ivan Redkach was marred by a bizarre incident
in which the Ukrainian bit the former world champion deep into the fight in New
York on Saturday night.
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The Queen, 93, oﬀered Prince Harry, 35, and Meghan Markle, 38, the freedom to live
without titles ahead of their wedding to ease the then-actress into royal life, a
source told The Sun.
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The brief clip purporting to be captured from the epicentre of the outbreak in
eastern China's Hubei province was circulated on social media as the virus's death
toll climbed to 56.
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British lecturer, 71, and two colleagues from
Birmingham City University are stranded in
locked-down Wuhan amid coronavirus panic after
flying out for three-week teaching trip

Dr Yvonne Griffiths, 71, from Thornhill in Cardiﬀ, says she has received no
information about getting out of Wuhan and believes the UK government 'has a lack
of either concern or lack of planning in place.'
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to recouple with new
boy Luke Mabbott who
is the same stature as
the builder
Love Island's Amber
Gill is grilled over
'former best friend' Ellie
Brown and ex
Michael Griffiths dating
... as she discusses
THAT Joe Garratt video
Robert Downey Jr.
shares sweet hug with
Dolittle co-star Emma
Thompson before pair
put on VERY animated
display at film's London
screening
Ellen DeGeneres is
seen for first time after
'excited' star appeared
to confirm she WILL
hold first sit-down
interview with Meghan
Markle
And she's off! Zara
Tindall is seen for the

Tindall is seen for the
first time in her new role
as Cheltenham
racecourse director
since taking up the
position on New Year's
Day
Gigi Hadid makes the
airport her runway as
she touches down in
New York City after
modeling for Paris
Couture Week

Eva Longoria puts on
a stylish display in a
£195 jumper designed
by best pal Victoria
Beckham as she joins
chic America Ferrera at
Netflix party
Taylor Swift throws her
arms around beau Joe
Alwyn as she details
private romance in new
documentary Miss
Americana

Imogen Thomas
showcases her New
Year 'weight loss' in a
plunging silk maroon
mini dress as she
enjoys a night out
in Mayfair

ADVERTISEMENT

Strictly tour stars
Katya Jones and
Catherine Tyldesley
step out in winter chic
ahead of Manchester
Arena performance

Cheryl dons a very
sexy tiger print unitard
as she swishes her hair
in a boomerang ahead
of The Greatest Dancer

Coronation Street star
Lucy Fallon dazzles in a
sparkling white dress as
she joins co-stars
Alison King and Julia
Goulding for her leaving
bash
Arnold
Schwarzenegger
brandishes a string of
white sausages as he
joins daughter Christina
and girlfriend Heather at
Weisswurst party in
Austria
Judith Chalmers, 84,
puts on a glamorous
display in a boho dress
as she hits the beach in
Barbados

LeAnn Rimes puts on
an eye-popping display
in cut-out bejewelled
gown as she rocks the
stage for Aerosmith
tribute performance

Chrissy Teigen
dresses for comfort as
she goes house hunting
in LA with daughter
Luna and husband John
Legend

Meghan Markle posts
MORE pictures of her
doing good works on
Instagram and
highlights charity trips
she made even BEFORE
she married Prince
Harry
Kylie Jenner strolls
daughter Stormi
through Disney World in
$10K Fendi stroller as
they celebrate the
child's second birthday
early at Disney World
They're here to praise
him! Fatboy Slim, 56,
raises the roof as he
performs barefoot in
Melbourne

Olivia Culpo bares
sculpted midriff as she
goes for fab florals in
NYC... after making
barbed post about
'cheaters' amid BFF
Cara Santana's breakup
Kelly Brook looks
uber-stylish in leather
jacket and matching
leggings as she leaves
the radio studios

Russell Brand puts on
an eccentric display in a
shimmering leather-look
robe as he poses up
with Aerosmith
frontman Steven Tyler at
band's tribute event in
LA
Channing Tatum
seems to call girlfriend
Jessie J 'more stunning
and beautiful' than ex
Jenna Dewan... before
clarifying fiery
Instagram comment
Lena Headey
embraces a bohemian
look as she goes makeup free and barefoot
during outing in Los
Angeles

Kesha unleashes her
animal instinct in seethrough leopard print
stockings as she leads
the stars at MusiCares
tribute to Aerosmith

Katie Price 'jokes
she's going to become a
lesbian' as men 'just
'f**k me about'... as her
ex Kieran Hayler 'takes
out 10k loan to pay for
divorce'

Vanessa Hudgens is
'taking things slow' with
new flame Kyle Kuzma...
following break-up with
boyfriend of nine years
Austin Butler

Nicole Scherzinger
exudes elegance in
nude trouser suit and
icy white heels as she
heads for dinner in Los
Angeles

Gwen Stefani and
Blake Shelton flash
beaming smiles during
charity signing event
ahead of 62nd Grammy
Awards

'Classic Aussie
abroad!' Margot Robbie
shares bikini-clad
Polaroid snaps from her
vacation in the Maldives
Recently scored an Oscar
nomination
Kourtney Kardashian
almost bursts out of
busty barely-there top
while out to lunch with
sister Kim's former
assistant Stephanie
Shepherd
Billie Eilish wins Triple
J's Hottest 100 with her
track Bad Guy - as
favourite Tones and I
takes fourth spot

Kylie Jenner promotes
new special makeup
collection with daughter
Stormi and it includes a
custom butterfly filter
for Instagram

Love Island: Connor
baffles fans by claiming
he is NOT 'sensitive'
despite storming off
after Sophie joked
about fancying the new
Lukes
Baffles
Ex On The Beach star
Jenny Thompson
teases her taut midriff in
white crop-top paired
with printed trousers as
she enjoys night out in
Manchester
Jennifer Garner steps
out for coffee with
female pal after
Bachelorette beefcake
Tyler Cameron flirts with
her in Instagram
comments
'It's better this way':
Hollywood reporter
Renee Bargh reveals
the telling signs that
Brad Pitt and Jennifer
Aniston will NEVER
reunite
Justin Bieber and

Migos' Quavo dance
with children at daycare
center as they film new
project ahead of pop
star's album release

Taylor Swift will not be
a 'surprise performer' at
the Grammys... as
sexism allegations rock
the Recording Academy
just days before the
event
Charlize Theron fits in
an intense hot yoga
workout amid a busy
awards season for
Bombshell

'Mariah Carey had a
basket of puppies
backstage!' Singer
Missy Higgins reveals
the VERY unusual 'item'
she'd like on her tour
rider
Mick Jagger looks
unrecognisable as he
transforms into a
scheming art collector
for new thriller film The
Burnt Orange Heresy
New role
Joe Jonas and Sophie
Turner enjoy a date
night on Rodeo Drive...
after Jonas Brothers
announce new Las
Vegas residency

I'm A Celebrity's Myles
Stephenson breaks his
silence with a defiant
Instagram post after
being 'punched during a
vicious brawl' at an
Essex restaurant
Ben Stiller and
Timothee Chalamet get
chummy with each
other while sitting
courtside at KnicksRaptors game in NYC

Kendall Jenner steps
out for lunch after being
accused of animal
cruelty for using
'painful' pronged collar
on her Doberman
Pinscher
Weinstein's walks of
shame: Disgraced
movie mogul can't make
his mind up if he needs
a walker, to be carried
or wheels as he shuffles
in and out of New York
court during rape trial
Channing Tatum
confirms that he and
Jessie J are back on as
he shares a sweet photo
of the duo... a month
after calling it quits

Gwyneth Paltrow
reveals she and hubby

Brad Falchuk had an
'emotional' MDMA
experience in Mexico
before they were
married
TOWIE's Shelby
Tribble discusses how
being bullied over her
looks led to her having
a boob job, botox and
'agonising duck-face' lip
filler
Kanye West flashes
megawatt smile in
Kardashian enclave of
Calabasas... after actor
Danny McBride dishes
about why he thinks the
rapper asked him to
portray him in a movie
Twinning! Toni Collette
and Kelly Rowland don
matching sweaters as
they keep cosy during
friendly reunion at the
Sundance Film Festival
in Utah
Meghan King
Edmonds say she isn't
sure if she's 'done
having kids'... but says
she'll keep the embryos
left over from ex
husband Jim Edmonds
'frozen until eternity'
Vicki Gunvalson
announces departure
from Real Housewives
Of Orange County after
14 YEARS on series and
demotion to 'friend'

Paris Jackson oozes
hippie-chic style as she
and beau Gabriel
Glenn's band play a
show aboard a boat
during Paris Haute
Couture Week
Halle Berry, Sharon
Stone, and Celine Dion
lead stars trying the
'Dolly Parton social
media challenge' by
sharing the VERY
different photos they
would use online
Jennifer Aniston gives
unsuspecting fans an
extra 'perk' when she
surprises them by
jumping out from
behind the couch on the
Friends cafe set

Cheryl
cuts a stylish figure in a
plush faux fur coat and
a bright blue jumper as
she steps out with her
manager Lily England
EXCLUSIVE

Sienna Miller, 38,
continues to flash a
dazzling diamond on
her ring finger at
Sundance Film Festival
amid rumours she's
engaged to Lucas
Zwirner, 29

Johnny Depp's
daughter Lily-Rose
Depp looks every inch a
movie star as she rocks
a leather jacket with
razor thin sunglasses in
New York City
Bebe Rexha goes brafree in a royal blue
blazer as she hosts the
Women In Harmony preGrammy brunch in Los
Angeles
Stunning
Game of Thrones star
Emilia Clarke oozes
elegance in a crisp
white shirt dress as she
attends star-studded
beauty bash in London
Stunning
Natasha Bedingfield
looks effortlessly chic
in a green polka dot
midi dress and
matching headband at
the Women in Harmony
Pre-Grammy brunch
hosted by Bebe Rexha
Chris Sullivan of This
Is Us expecting
firstborn with wife
Rachel... and reveals
sex with cheeky Insta
album

Naomi Campbell, 49,
cuts a VERY racy figure
in a sequinned mini
skirt and thigh-high heel
boots as she parties
with friends in LA
Work it
Nicky Hilton has fun
with a nearly $6K clutch
purse that looks like a
cell phone from the
1980s as she attends a
luncheon in NYC

Sean Stewart keeps a
low profile in hoodie as
he takes a woman to
lunch in Beverly Hills...
after pleading not guilty
with dad Rod Stewart in
NYE assault
Emma Roberts looks
sensational in a lemon
coloured bikini as she
playfully wraps her legs
around a male friend
while hitting the beach
in Punta Mita
Emily Ratajkowski
flaunts her taut midriff
in a TINY white crop top
even though it is 48
degrees in NYC as she
walks her dog Colombo
Work it
Armin van Buuren
finds Balance as he hits
the road to showcase
his electrifying new
double album
Armin van Buuren is at
the top of his game

Margaret Qualley
cuddles up to director
Olivia Wilde as they
plug their short film
Wake Up during starstudded day two of
Sundance
Holly Willoughby
reveals she refuses to
let daughter Belle, 8,
wear her hair down at
school because she's
terrified she'll get head
lice
Kim Kardashian
shares a rare portrait of
her daughter Chicago
with cousins True and
Stormi side by side at
Disney World
Sweet
Love Island's Ellie
Brown 'hated' Michael
Griffiths because he
started dating just DAYS
after their split despite
claiming he was 'head
over heels'
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China coronavirus 'spreads before
symptoms show'
BBC · 3hrs ago

See more versions

Brexit coin: Chancellor unveils
new commemorative 50p piece…
after
failed attempts
Thetwo
Independent
· See
5hrs more
ago versions
Cow & Gate baby food sold in
Tesco recalled over tampering…
fears
Sky News · 3hrs ago
See more versions
Model Lauryn Goodman is
'expecting England star's baby…
after
summer
tryst'
Daily
Star · 5hrs
ago
See more versions
British OAP, 80, plans to marry
Egyptian toyboy 45 YEARS her…
junior
but ·insists:
‘He’s
not
after
The Sun
1hr ago See
more
versions
my money’
Distressing footage of
'coronavirus patient writhing on…
hospital
trolley
inSee
infection-hit
MailOnline
· 1hr ago
more versions
Wuhan' is shared online - as
Chinese
authorities
continue
HS2:
Cabinet
minister
has 'gutto
delete
'fake'
videos
of
deadly
feeling' rail project will be cleared
outbreak
BBC · 1hr ago
See more versions

Children's play park on lockdown
after 'dead body' discovered
Mirror Online · 1hr ago
See more versions

Boris Johnson unveils Brexit
celebration plans as prominent…
Remainers
urge PM
'rub our
Evening Standard
·Seenot
moretoversions
noses in it'
Coronavirus: UK 'looking at all
options' to help Britons stuck in…
Sky News
· 2hrs ago
See more versions
ClickChina
here
to view
more

MORE DON'T MISS
'Your mummy is the
most special thing I'll
ever be': Phoebe
Burgess wishes
daughter Poppy a
belated happy third
birthday with Instagram
tribute
'They're both sick of it
now': Katie Price's ex
Kieran Hayler 'has taken
out a £10K loan to pay
for their dragging
divorce two years after
they split'
'Love this picture!'
Tess Daly, 50, shares a
rare throwback snap of
herself and husband
Vernon Kay, 45,
playfully posing in a
bed 15 years ago
Great news for
vegans! Love Island's
Tommy Fury helps
launch scratch'n'sniff
bacon-scented patch to
help beat meat
cravings
Gabrielle Union calls
Terry Crews a liar
adding she feels thrown
'under the bus' after he
defends America's Got
Talent amid
investigation into
sexism and racism
Pregnant Millie
Mackintosh looks
radiant in a plunging
blue dress as she
enjoys a romantic meal
with husband Hugo
Taylor
Love Island's Georgia
Harrison showcases her
toned figure in a
collection of tiny bikinis
as she models for
clothing event in
London
Selena Gomez
embraces an active
lifestyle as she enjoys
bicycle ride with a gal
pal in her 'Homebody'
sweatshirt
Fun
Love Island SPOILER:
Sophie STORMS OUT
during yet another row
with 'controlling'
Connor... as fans voice
concerns over 'toxic'
relationship

Ant McPartlin and
Declan Donnelly leave
fans in hysterics as they
perform a hilarious
'pocket dance' to their
90s hit Let's Get Ready
To Rumble
Victoria Beckham
relives her Spice Girls
days as she shows off
her dance moves
alongside her
hairdresser in holiday
throwback video
Meghan Markle wants
to become more
'politically engaged' and
could even intervene in
the U.S. presidential
election

Demi Lovato calls her
new single Anyone a
'cry for help' because it
was written days before
her near fatal overdose

Christina Aguilera
sports a Gucci Disney
sweatshirt and leggings
as she picks up
daughter Summer Rain
from school

Miley Cyrus wraps her
arms around beau Cody
Simpson as they cruise
on his motorcycle to a
romantic dinner date in
Calabasas

Nicole Kidman is in
over her head in the
first trailer for her new
HBO limited series The
Undoing from Big Little
Lies creator David E
Kelley
Kings Of Leon singer
Jared Followill and wife
Martha welcome first
child Adeline James as
they share a first look of
their baby girl
Congratulations
Hollyoaks SPOILER:
Former EastEnders star
Richard Blackwood
joins soap as Martine
Deveraux's past lover
and long-lost father to
her twins
Rodrigo Alves wows in
a tight leather skirt and
matching beret in Milan
as she gives a glimpse
at the results of her
breast implant surgery

Lauren Goodger risks
being banned from the
road as she films
herself while driving...
with series of videos
showing the star
pouting and dancing

behind the wheel
Dani Dyer refuses to
drink tap water because
she thinks that's how
the government are
trying to KILL people as
she explains bizarre
conspiracy
'I had to consider I
wouldn't see my
children grow up':
Holby City star Amanda
Mealing, 52, discusses
heartbreak of breast
cancer diagnosis
Tinashe is pretty in
pink as she leads stars
at the Instagram +
Facebook Women in
Music Luncheon in
West Hollywood

Charli XCX is
effortlessly chic in a
midi dress and huge
square sunglasses as
she steps out makeup
free in LA

Love Island SPOILER:
Luke T ruffles Mike's
feathers as he refuses
to ask PERMISSION to
date Leanne... while
Luke M gets VERY flirty
with Paige

Meghan
Markle planning to give
first interview to Ellen
because she feels they
are 'kindred spirits and
host understands her
pain and suffering'
EXCLUSIVE

Michelle Heaton, 40,
flaunts her flawless
physique in a white
bandeau bikini as she
enjoys a sun-soaked
Bali retreat
Sensational
Celine Dion, 51, shows
off her flexibility as she
drops into a perfect
split... following
beautiful tribute to her
late mother
Impressive
'We have spent the
whole time laughing
and kissing': Lisa
Faulkner looks loved-up
with new husband John
Torode as she sizzles in
skimpy bikini on
honeymoon
Wendy Williams
reveals she wants to get
married again... after
finalising her VERY
messy divorce with
Kevin Hunter

EDEN CONFIDENTIAL:
ITV's horse racing
presenter Oli Bell
ditches his lover and

romps away with jockey

Jonathan Cheban
seems to be doing very
well these days as he
steps out of a $280K
Aston-Martin when in
Beverly Hills... after
hitting Paris Fashion
Week
Ryan Thomas jets off
on a private plane to the
French Alps for final
boys' holiday before
becoming a dad... but
pines for fiancée Lucy
Mecklenburgh
Blac Chyna models
black lace lingerie...
after ex Rob Kardashian
files ANOTHER primary
custody request for
Dream, three

Bambi is set for the
live-action treatment as
Disney announces
recreation of the 1942
animated classic

Rachel Brosnahan
keeps it casual in jeans
and a tweed blazer as
she receives the IMDb
STARmeter Award at the
Sundance Film Festival

Love Island's Megan
Barton Hanson flaunts
her curves in a leopard
print bikini before
packing on the PDA
with girlfriend Chelcee
Grimes in the Maldives
Red hot! Olivia
Newton-John's
daughter Chloe Lattanzi
shows off her endless
pins in a mini dress as
she prepares for
Dancing With The Stars
Michelle Dockery cuts
a casual figure in black
jumper and boyfriend
jeans as she enjoys
relaxed day at the beach
in Malibu
Fun in the sun
'You know as much as
we do': Dancing On Ice
judges Torvill and Dean
admit they were in the
dark about Caprice
Bourret's shocking
'fallout' with partner
Hamish Gaman
EastEnders fans are
left horrified as
alcoholic Linda Carter
reaches rock bottom by
urinating on-stage...
forcing husband Mick to
carry her home
Kendall Jenner is

called 'gross' for
appearing to use a
'painful' pronged collar
with fang-shaped metal
links on her dog - which
critics say are
TORTURING the animal
A royal date night!
Prince William and Kate
Middleton are set to
attend the BAFTAS for
the fourth year in a row
as they celebrate the
Duke's tenth year as
President
British doctor who
lodged intent to block
Harry and Meghan's bid
to trademark their
Sussex Royal brand
withdraws application
and says an imposter
filled out forms
Greta Gerwig and
husband Noah
Baumbach hold hands
in Los Angeles... just
weeks before they will
COMPETE against each
other at the Oscars
Criss Angel showers
his sons with kisses as
he reveals his boy
Johnny will be returning
home after 36 hours of
chemotherapy
treatments
Loose Women's Kaye
Adams shouts 'what the
f***' as 'production
gaffe' causes chaos...
before its revealed her
co-hosts are behind the
prank
Olivia Munn looks
incredible as she shows
off her slender figure in
a plunging silver
swimsuit for a photo
shoot in an infinity pool

Taraji P Henson steps
out in colorful jacket
and large sunglasses as
she talks up her new
affordable haircare line
in New York City

Jennifer Aniston nails
her guest hosting duties
on Ellen as she jokes
about their real life
friendship and being the
comedian's first-ever
guest
Drake sinks a shot as
he shows off NBA
regulation-sized court in
his brand new
$6.7million Toronto
mansion
Balling
Kimora Lee Simmons
and husband Tim
Leissner announce that
they have adopted a 10year-old son, Gary...

making her now a
mother of five
Suranne Jones enjoys
rare outing with
husband Laurence
Akers as they hold
hands while strolling
through London
Cute couple
Bill Murray says
Ghostbusters: Afterlife
has 'lots of emotion in
it' and is a tribute to the
late Harold Ramis aka
Egon: 'We are a man
down'
Love Island SPOILER:
One Love Island boy
has been dumped and
has left the villa in
shock recoupling
One Love Island boy has
been dumped
Victoria Beckham cuts
a chic figure in cigarette
pants and tailored
blouse as she 'plays
shop girl' in her lavish
London flagship store
Victoria looked stylish
The Voice UK
SPOILER: Jude Law's
ex Cat Cavelli wows
judges with her vocals
as she vows to be a
'good role model' to
their daughter Ada, four
Catherine O'Hara
reveals she once dated
her Schitt's Creek
husband Eugene Levy
... as the critically
acclaimed comedy
wraps up its final
season
Selena Gomez gushes
over her pal Jennifer
Aniston as she recounts
their first meeting in a
BATHROOM: 'My heart
stopped and I freaked
out'
Gwyneth Paltrow
ditches the makeup as
she chows down on
homemade pasta during
relaxing night in with
pajama-clad husband
Brad Falchuk
Will Ferrell
inadvertently distracts
players when he
referees his sons'
soccer matches
because they realise he
is Buddy the Elf
Sophie Turner, Emma
Roberts, Jaden Smith,
Jennifer Connelly, and
Billie Lourd headline an
all-star cast posing for
Louis Vuitton's spooky
sci-fi-inspired pre-fall
2020 collection
Coronation Street's

Lucy Fallon is showered
with gifts from her costars as she leaves set
after filming her final
scenes on the cobbles
End of an era
Ronnie Ortiz-Magro
and ex Jen Harley
selling their Las Vegas
home for $869K amid
legal drama following
alleged eyeliner assault
Selling
The Crown FIRST
LOOK: Freddie Fox
transforms into
Margaret Thatcher's
controversial son Mark
as filming for series
four continues
Parents of X Factor
semi-finalist Danny
Tetley's youngest victim
compare him to Jimmy
Savile after he is jailed
for nine years for using
fame to solicit explicit
pictures from boys
'We just grew apart...
nothing bad happened':
EastEnders' Shona
McGarty SPLITS
from fiancé Ryan Harris
after 18 month
engagement
Jade Thirlwall
showcases her sizzling
frame in a tiny black
bikini before slipping
into a sequin two-piece
as she offers a glimpse
into Thailand getaway
Myleene Klass dons a
kooky checked coat
with all-black as she
heads to work... after
revealing her plan to
'normalise'
breastfeeding
Louisa Johnson
shows off her figure in a
plunging black swimsuit
before undergoing
cryotherapy as she
enjoys time at a detox
and wellness retreat
Saving Private Ryan
star Tom Sizemore
'arrested for a DUI and
being in possession of
a controlled substance'
which could land him in
JAIL for violating plea
Jonas Brothers are
heading to Las Vegas as
they announce April
residency at Park MGM
Following the success of
their Summer reunion

Strictly Come Dancing
cast are left STRANDED
at Manchester Airport
as their bus fails to
arrive... yet Kelvin,
Katya and Saffron see
the funny side

'At the beginning of
her career, she needed
me more': Perez Hilton
reveals he's mended
friendship with Kim
Kardashian
Famously fell out
Leighton Meester
glows makeup-free
while out with husband
Adam Brody for a
casual day of errands in
Los Angeles
Radiant
Justin Bieber is seen
with Scooter Braun after
crying while thanking
his manager for helping
him: 'I don't even think I
should be alive'
Emotional
Harvey Weinstein
returns to court for third
day of rape trial after his
lawyers grilled
Annabella Sciorra on
why she maintained
contact with him
Gabby Logan wears
tartan sash and poses
with her very cheeky
kilt-wearing husband
Kenny ahead of Burns
Night charity event
Chirpy
Emma Thompson
reveals her husband
Greg Wise thought Kate
Winslet would be his
'future wife' after
visiting psychic... but
date ended in disaster
'I know all too well the
struggles of a cruel
illness': Dame Barbara
Windsor thanks award
winner for helping
people with Alzheimer's
'fight against loneliness'
Unseen photos show
Princess Charlotte
handed a plastic
flamingo by a
wheelchair user at
Sandringham (as shy
Prince George looks on)

Myleene
Klass reveals mission
to 'normalise'
breastfeeding as she
reflects on 'miracle
baby' Apollo and her
new 'blended family'
EXCLUSIVE

'He's a gentleman':
Caitlyn Jenner admits
she'd like daughter
Kendall to reunite with
Harry Styles... and the
model 'always speaks
very highly of her ex'
Courteney Cox shares
throwback photo of the
final Friends table read
16 years to the date
after their 'last supper'
The last episode aired

in May 2004
Wayne and Coleen
Rooney pull out all the
stops as they celebrate
son Kit's 4th birthday
with extravagant Grinch
themed party
Sweet
Robert Downey Jr
jokes his son 'took pity'
on him after Iron Man's
death by 'playing with
his figurines again'... as
actor reflects on his
time in the role

Jermaine
Pennant is taken OFF
AIR by Sky Sports News
with TV viewers
accusing him of being
drunk after former
Liverpool winger
slurred
EXCLUSIVE

Alexa Chung is her
usual stylish self in a
white floral midi-dress
as she joins Tan France
for their new Netflix
show launch in London
Fashion's new duo
'So thankful to call you
all family!' Bindi Irwin's
fiancé Chandler Powell
gushes over
heartwarming snap of
the whole clan taken by
Robert
Nicole Scherzinger
displays her endless
legs in sexy blazer
dress while Lottie Moss
dons VERY racy strappy
top as they lead stars at
party in LA
Kelly Ripa reveals the
secrets to staying wed
to Mark Consuelos for
24 years: 'You're going
to fight... but you just
got to push through'
Loved up
'The new Mrs Hinch?'
Stacey Solomon is
accused of 'copying' her
cleaning expert pal after
going viral with tidying
tips... yet others praise
their 'amazing' hacks
Helen Mirren looks
unrecognisable in wig
and spectacles while
Jim Broadbent is
chased by police as The
Duke filming continues
in Bradford
Love Island: Paige
SCREAMS at Finley for
NOT SITTING NEXT TO
HER leading viewers to
brand her 'pathetic',
'dramatic' and
'ridiculous'
Love Island's Siannise
shoots Connagh a
'death stare' as he
presents Rebecca with

poached eggs on toast
after she was ditched by
the model

Love
Island stars living in
£5.3m Cape Town
mansion are protected
by security guards from
a rat-infested township
on just £1-AN-HOUR
EXCLUSIVE

Brooklyn Beckham
packs on the PDA with
girlfriend Nicola Peltz as
they share a kiss in
sweet selfie
The cute young couple
looked smitten
EXCLUSIVE 'My
children say just do it!':
Myleene Klass hints at
Hear'Say reunion but
admits remembering the
song lyrics will be a
'miracle'

Chanelle Hayes shows
off her incredible three
stone weight loss in
neon active wear as she
hits the gym
The mum-of-two looked
svelte
Will Mellor announces
NEW Two Pints Of Lager
And A Packet of Crisps
special which will see
him reunite with co-star
Ralf Little
Sent fans wild
Alessandra Ambrosio
shows off endless legs
in skater attire and an
80s-inspired pink dress
as she models flats to
prove you don't have to
suffer in heels
Love Island's Sophie
misses out on Lads
Vegas task due to
mystery illness with
Siannese stepping in to
slide down a slippery
aisle with Connor
Love Island's Mike
Boateng, 24, accused of
telling a girl, 17, he'll
"show her a good time"
while in police
uniform... as officials
confirm the
investigation is ongoing
Mama June Shannon's
family are 'not buying'
her claims that she's
trying to get better as
they say her optimistic
message is a ploy to
'deceive public'

George
Michael's sister Melanie
Panayiotou is
remembered as guests
including Martin Kemp
gather for her wake at
late star's home
EXCLUSIVE

Olivia Culpo looks

sensational in plunging
jumpsuit for NYC
dinner... after defending
best pal Cara Santana
amid Jesse Metcalfe
split
Jessica Simpson
reveals she used to
start drinking at 7:30am
and was too wasted to
dress her kids for
Halloween on the day
she hit rock bottom
'Nobody can fill those
shoes': TLC singer
Chilli reveals there was
'never' a thought to
replace Lisa 'Left Eye'
Lopes following her
tragic death in 2012
Prince Harry backs
plans for a new £5m
Royal Marines museum
in one of his last acts as
Captain General of the
unit before stepping
down from royal duties
Dancing On Ice's Ian H
Watkins and Matt Evers
say they've 'reinvented
the show but don't want
to be treated any
differently to opposite
sex couples'
Prince Louis, one,
admired dinosaurs on a
day out with his nanny
at London's Natural
History Museum - while
Kate Middleton went on
her tour of Britain
Emmerdale: Fans are
left reeling as rapist
Pierce Harris makes an
explosive RETURN to
kill Graham Foster in
heart-stopping twist
He's back
Laurence Fox refuses
to back down over
calling 'woke' people
'fundamentally racist' despite apologising to
'Sikhs' for his 'clumsy'
criticism of 1917 film
Taylor Swift reveals
she suffered an eating
disorder where she
would starve herself to
the 'point of almost
passing out' when she
saw unflattering photos
or negative comments
about her looks
Sarah Jessica Parker
reveals whether she is
Team Aidan or Team Big
as she jokes she's glad
Carrie 'messed around'
before settling down
Iconic role
Billie Eilish, 18,
reveals she considered
trying to kill herself in
2018 as she leads stars
on Gayle King Grammy
Special: 'I was so
unhappy and joyless'

Meghan Markle's close
friend Janina Gavankar
shares message about
'no longer being
available for things that
make me feel like s***' in
cryptic Instagram post
Joan Smalls dons
underwear as outerwear
as she wears a lace
bralet with a cropped
jumper and jeans for
NYC night out
Top of the crops
'Cos I'm NEARLY
worth it!' Amanda
Holden playfully
pretends to take a
tumble on the stairs in a
sexy LBD as she strut
into the BGT auditions
Laura Tobin breaks
down in tears on Good
Morning Britain as she
achieves her 'childhood
dream' with visit to
NASA
Emotional
Kate Beckinsale, 46,
wears plunging sheer
jumpsuit as she enjoys
night out with pal who
she calls 'her best
choice in all things
except marriage'
Mike Tindall reveals he
is keen to make
daughter Mia 'more
competitive' - but
swerves a question on
Megxit claiming he
'doesn't know anything'
Widower Simon
Thomas admits he has
'constant battles in his
head' over whether he is
'enough' as a solo
parent to his son Ethan,
10, after losing his wife
Kaitlynn Carter risks
awkward run-in with ex
Brody Jenner's mother
Linda Thompson as pair
attend SAME preGrammys party
Awkward
Courteney Cox enjoys
low-key dinner date
after sharing throwback
photo of final Friends
table read 16 years ago
Courteney kept it chic

Gwen Stefani dazzles
in colorful mini dress
and thigh-high boots
with Blake Shelton at
Warner Music preGrammy bash in LA
Cute couple
Ariel Winter, 21, turns
heads in low-cut white
dress at Spotify party in
LA as her sitcom
Modern Family ends
after 11 seasons

Glamorous
Heidi Klum, 46, and
husband Tom Kaulitz,
30, put on a loved-up
display at Spotify's Best
New Artist afterparty
Heidi looked smitten with
her other half
Kit Harington strolls
through Camden to get
into character as Dane
Whitman as he prepares
to film The Eternals
The Game Of Thrones
star, 33, looked relaxed
Prince Charles in cry
for peace in Bethlehem
as he wishes
Palestinian people
'freedom, justice and
equality'

Kendall Jenner flaunts
her svelte midriff in
crop-top and jeans
during casual day with
friends in LA
Kendall looked incredible
on the outing
Ashlee Simpson packs
on the PDA with
husband Evan Ross as
they share a kiss while
attending the Spotify
Best New Artist Party
Pucker up
Love Island FIRST
LOOK: Connor has
ANOTHER tiff with
Sophie for 'winding him
up'... as fans decide
they need to call time
on their 'toxic'
relationship
'He was NEVER
interested in you!' Love
Island fans BAFFLED
after Connagh is
pressured into
apologising to Siannise
for kissing Rebecca
Pregnant BFFs Lydia
Bright and Lucy
Mecklenburgh pack
their hospital bags
together just days
ahead of welcoming
their first babies
Taylor Swift enchants
as she debuts chic new
hairstyle while donning
stylish houndstooth
ensemble at premiere of
her Miss Americana
documentary
'Thirsty Thursday':
Vanessa Hudgens
debuts sunflower tattoo
and flashes sideboob in
steamy snap after
Austin Butler breakup
Sizzling
Carpool Karaoke
producer hits back at
claims James Corden
doesn't drive his own
car on the segment and

argues they only fake it
for 'certain stunts'
Margot Robbie stuns
in black mini dress as
she promotes new Birds
of Prey movie at event
taking over 'Harleywood
and Highland' Center
Glam
Julianne Hough
writhes and groans in
bizarre video as she
undergoes an exorcismlike 'energetic
treatment' with body
healer
Prince Harry and
Meghan Markle's
attempt to trademark
their Sussex Royal
brand is blocked after
legal complaint from
Australian doctor
Jennifer Lopez is
vivacious in Valentino
as she prepares for her
Super Bowl outing
J.Lo looked amazing in a
chic snap

Wendy Williams
confirms that she's
'fully divorced' on The
Tonight Show Starring
Jimmy Fallon
The 55-year-old talk-show
host confirmed news
I'm A
Celebrity's Myles
Stephenson is 'punched
several times during
vicious brawl over a
reserved seating area'
during night out at
Essex restaurant
EXCLUSIVE

Justin Bieber is his
own best advert in
casual Drew House as
he and wife Hailey stop
by Sound Studio ahead
of upcoming album
Album out soon
Mama June Shannon
says everyday is a
struggle as she reaches
out to family ... after
turbulent year filled with
drug, gambling and
legal issues
Ewan McGregor
clarifies that his ObiWan Kenobi Star Wars
TV series is still
happening and the
delay is 'not as dramatic
as it may seem'
Madison Beer goes
retro chic in eighties
prom-inspired peach
mini dress at Spotify
pre-Grammy party in LA
Madison took style
inspiration from the 80s
'Where's the DRAMA?'
Love Island fans brand
show a FIX as the only

'single' girls Siannise
and Jess are chosen to
for dates with Luke T
and Luke M
Lizzo stuns in figurehugging black mini
dress as she leads stars
at Spotify Best New
Artist party
Grammy nominee Lizzo
looked incredible
Justin Chambers'
Grey's Anatomy
character Dr. Alex
Karev's absence is
explained on ABC
series... after actor
departs show
Amir Khan's wife
Faryal Makhdoom sells
their 'bespoke' luxury
furniture on
INSTAGRAM as couple
prepare to move from
their £1.2m mansion
'Don't you like me?'
Love Island new boy
Luke T clashes with
Mike within MINUTES of
making his villa debut
as the pair have VERY
awkward run-in
Delilah Belle Hamlin
makes a grand entrance
at two high-profile preGrammy parties in two
revealing ensembles in
Hollywood
Glam
Chris Pratt looks
relaxed in a T-shirt and
shorts as he grabs
lunch with Katherine
Schwarzenegger and
her brother Patrick
Family fun
Alessandra Ambrosio
rocks black leather
pants and sweater as
she packs on the PDAs
with beau Nicolo Oddi
during a romantic lunch
date in LA
Joe Jonas and Sophie
Turner squeeze in some
quality time together
while out and about in
Los Angeles
The couple looked
smitten
Ant McPartlin grins as
he links arms with
girlfriend Anne-Marie
Corbett and leaves BGT
auditions amid '£31m
divorce talks with ex
Lisa Armstrong'
What was she
thinking? Model Tammy
Hembrow sparks
outrage as she poses in
skimpy lycra on the
Anzac Memorial in
Queensland
Star Wars: Obi-Wan
Kenobi series starring

Ewan McGregor put on
hold because LucasFilm
head Kathleen Kennedy
wasn't happy with the
scripts
Rita Ora looks
bohemian chic in a
plunging striped shirt
and wide-leg plisse
trousers as she enjoys
shopping trip in Beverly
Hills
Mila Kunis and Ashton
Kutcher look LA casual
in jackets and jeans as
they enjoy a kid-free
date night in West
Hollywood
They are parents of two
Fabolous reveals that
Beyoncé checked him
over 2010 lyric
comparing her to
younger sister Solange
The music superstar
criticized the rapper
Love
Island star Rebecca
Gormley's birth
certificate revealed after
fans were left in
disbelief over her age
(but she really is 21!)
EXCLUSIVE

The Bachelorette
contestant Tyler
Gwozdz remembered by
his peers on the show
following his death at 29
amid suspected heroin
overdose
Teresa Giudice and
Caroline Manzo play off
ongoing feud for new
Sabra Hummus Super
Bowl commercial
Putting their differences
aside
Nicole Scherzinger
sets pulses racing in
daring PVC bralet as
she teases her outfit in
the Pussycat Dolls' new
music video ahead of
reunion tour
'I just feel so many
things': Halsey reveals
how she channelled her
struggles with bipolar
disorder into her new
album Manic
Candid
Oh, baby! Heavily
pregnant Nicole Trunfio
showcases her
burgeoning bump in a
skintight grey bodysuit
while out and about in
Los Angeles
Dakota Johnson
shows off knockout
gams in leggings as she
steps out for a casual
LA stroll
Dakota radiated star
quality
Love Island's Molly-

Mae Hague looks
ethereal in white
swimsuit and matching
skirt as she shares
throwback snap to
Maldives holiday
Amanda Holden
exudes Hollywood
glamour in chic black
dress and cropped
hairdo as she leaves the
BGT auditions in
London
Jacqueline Jossa cuts
a chic figure in a
leopard print dress and
over-the-knee boots as
she cosies up to
husband Dan Osborne
at a drinks launch party
'It was pretty ropey!'
Love Island's Ollie
Williams reveals there
was a norovirus
outbreak in the villa
forcing bosses to 'edit
scenes out of the show'
'We went on dates last
week': Dancing On Ice
stars Ian 'H' Watkins
and Matt Evers rule out
romance after becoming
the show's first same
sex pairing
Very Cavallari: Kristin
Cavallari ends
friendship with ex
bestie after affair rumor
with Jay Cutler
The 33-year-old reality
star finally ended things
Demi Rose shows off
her sensational curves
in a tiny red bikini
during a wet beach
shoot ... before sharing
sizzling throwback
snaps
Kelly Ripa reveals she
initially thought son
Joaquin was being
'dramatic' when he had
his nose broken during
a wrestling match
Oops
Mean Girls stage
musical WILL be
adapted into a movie by
Tina Fey for Paramount
Pictures... 15 years after
the original film was
released
Cindy Bruna puts on a
busty display in a
striking grey and yellow
floral cut-out dress as
she attends AIDS
charity gala dinner in
Paris
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NHS staff are briefed on how to handle
dead bodies infected with coronavirus - as
health service is put on...
Masked thugs beat-up and rob couple of
£9,000 cash in terrifying gun-point raid after

£9,000 cash in terrifying gun-point raid after
they travelled 190...
Forget fads and shed pounds on the 'great
gran diet': People 'should avoid low-fat
options and stick to...
Scrapping HS2 will cost £12 BILLION: Huge
bill revealed as Government-owned firm
behind rail project is...
PETER HITCHENS: I love railways and
(aged 12) cried tears of rage and sorrow
when Dr Beeching ripped them...
Cabinet minister Stephen Barclay says he
believes HS2 WILL go ahead despite growing
concerns about the...
TALK OF THE TOWN: Prince Charles is
'frustrated' as Meghan Markle posts
pictures of a visit to a dog rescue...
TALK OF THE TOWN: Did Meghan Markle
leave Prince Harry to face the world's
cameras alone for his 'farewell'...
Taking their crown! Prince Harry and
Meghan Markle's Sussex Royal Instagram
overtakes Prince William and...
Queen's 'favourite' Sophie Wessex will take
on more royal responsibility after palace
'singled her out' to...
Prince Charles and Prince William hope
Britain can still be a 'safe haven' for
Prince Harry and Meghan...
Meghan Markle started making secret plans
for a US foundation eight days after
announcing she was pregnant
How Doria is the steely force behind
Megxit: Meghan Markle's mother emerges
as silent influence on her...
Prince Laurent of Belgium defends Prince
Harry and Meghan Markle's decision to step
down and argues it's...
Meghan Markle's aide Beth Herlihy played
a stripper in a racy Hollyoaks spin-off and
posed in a PVC body...
Beijing warns number of coronavirus
infections will continue to RISE as it hits back
at claims of a cover-up...
Fresh calls for China to ban sale of exotic
animals including snakes and bats for
food after deadly...
China's president Xi Jinping warns of 'grave
situation' as killer coronavirus accelerates,
doctor dies and...
PROFESSOR PETER OPENSHAW: The
most frightening thing about coronavirus
is that we still don't know how...
Airlift to save 200 Britons trapped by
coronavirus: Dominic Raab draws up China
evacuation plan as infection...
Killer coronavirus will hit Britain 'within
days': Race is on to find vaccine as UK
scientists prepare to...
Desperate residents of coronavirus hotspot
Wuhan face TWO-DAY queues to see a
doctor amid 'doomsday' scenes...
US warns it CAN'T evacuate all Americans
from coronavirus epicenter in Wuhan and
rescue flight won't arrive...
Hong Kong leader Carrie Lam freezes travel
to Wuhan, shuts schools and cancels public
events... as Starbucks...
Coronavirus outbreak leads to surge in
sales of face masks despite experts
doubting their effectiveness
My night in Britain's most haunted house:
Nothing could prepare Hannah Betts for what
happened when she...
My daughter, my guardian angel: Gloria
Hunniford was bereft when her eldest
child Caron Keating died. Then...
EastEnders star Jessie Wallace is
'SUSPENDED from the BBC soap after an
incident during filming and ordered...
Police charge man, 22, with murder after
'Polish national' in his sixties was found
stabbed to death in east...

Priti Patel attacks big British business for
being 'far too reliant on low-skilled and cheap
labour' from...
I wanted children until I caught my wife in
bed with another man, says Strictly's
Craig Revel Horwood who...
British Cambridge graduate mother, 35, cried
'I've killed my son, I've killed my son' as
police led her from...
Police charge husband, 37, with double
murder after his teacher wife, 32, and their
neighbour, 76, were...
Man whose date cancelled on him three
times sent a photo of a 'Flake' in a cheeky
revenge text - but was...
Do money worries keep YOU awake at
night? Expert reveals her four steps to
beating financial anxiety - and...
British pensioner, 80, is set to marry Egyptian
toyboy who is 45 YEARS her junior - but
insists he's NOT a...
Prince Charles flew 16,000 miles in just 11
days using three private jets and one
helicopter before proudly...
Why woke diets featuring superfoods such as
avocado and advocated by the likes of Ella
Woodward are leading...
Crushed by Britain's FBI: The brazen
gangs flooding the UK with 'drop dead'
drug that's killed 36,000...
Naomi Campbell and Vogue editor Edward
Enninful 'fall out following a series of bustups' after being...
Serial killer Levi Bellfield is stripped of
prison privileges after brawling with two
inmates 'who taunted...
Tesco recalls 15 varieties of Cow & Gate
baby food over fears the jars may have been
'TAMPERED with'
Monty Python star Terry Jones chose to
donate his brain to science before his
death aged 77 after battling...
'Britain's worst mother' Karen Matthews and
her paedophile fiancé are seen together for
the first time since...
Revealed: Ghislaine Maxwell visited
Prince Andrew up to four times a day at
Buckingham Palace and enjoyed...
Vanilla has still got its rivals licked! Traditional
ice cream flavour is Britain's favourite ahead
of mint...
Ad Feature
Pineapple on pizza, custard or cream, and
gravy with everything or just on the side:
Two foodies thrash out...
Donald Trump 'urged Boris Johnson to let the
US help build Britain's 5G network' as he
warned the PM not to...
'I must put my body first:' Madonna, 61,
cancels her NINTH Madame X tour date in
London after being ordered...
The night I woke to find I was being attacked
by the world's worst rapist - and finally
brought him to...
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